Lote Tree Primary
Wondrous Willows - Reception Class Newsletter
Spring Term - February 22
Assalamu alaikum
Dear Parents,
We have had a lovely spring half term! The children have worked extremely hard through
our exciting space theme! They have settled quickly back into routine after the winter break
and their knowledge of our school values have shone through in their behaviour.
Literacy
In Literacy we have studied the following books: Whatever Next and The Way Back Home.

Through these exciting stories the children have used story language to retell the story,
using new vocabulary learnt from the stories. They have created story maps, written
postcards and diary entries describing what it feels like to be on the moon.

Phonics
The class are most of their way through Phase 3 of their phonics and have learnt the sounds
below.

The children have been given Phase 3 sound mats to practice at home. Please go through
these daily with your child to help consolidate their learning. Your child has also been given
reading books containing sounds that they have learnt so far. Please encourage your child
to sound out and blend when reading, keeping in mind that the tricky words above cannot
be sounded out and must be learnt by sight.

Numeracy
This half term children have been exploring number bonds within 5, numbers to
10 and comparing them. Children have been identifying more or less than a
number up to 10, introducing the concept of addition by combining two groups
of objects and of subtraction as the difference between two amounts. Children
have been introduced to the part-part whole model and have been confidently
using it in our numeracy lessons.

Number bonds to 5

Using ten frames

Counting upto 10, finding
one more and one less

Using part-part whole model

Representing numbers in
different ways

Understanding the World
We have learnt about our solar system and all the planets, as well as what it’s like to travel to
space and what astronauts need to survive. We have learned about the force gravity and how
it keeps our feet on earth. We have watched videos of Neil Armstrong and his landing on
the moon. Our Space Station role play has really helped us to embed the knowledge and use
newly learnt vocabulary in our play.

Role playing how the
planets orbit the sun
and the moon orbits
the earth

Our Neil Armstrong
puppets and models
of the solar system

Expressive Arts and Design
We used our theme to look into the artist Vincent Van Gogh and his painting The Starry
Night. The children noticed how his paintings have wavy and swirly lines. The children were
inspired to create their very own swirly paintings on foil just like Van Gogh! Some children
chose to use pastels and wax crayons to create their masterpiece!
Our own The Starry
Night masterpieces

Modelling
aliens

Junk
modelling
telescopes
Creating our solar system using mixed media

Physical Development

This half term we have been focusing on ball skills and the children have engaged in a range
of activities to help to develop their skills and use a selection of equipment to hit and move
different-sized balls.

Number Day
Thank you to everyone who contributed to number day and encouraged their
child to take part in dressing up. The children had lots of fun and engaged in lots
of number activities!

Historical Items
Reception have been really blessed to be able to explore some antique finds! A vintage
typewriter from 1935 and a beautiful, engraved vintage brass tea set and goblets. These
lovely items have ignited children’s curiosity and the children have used wonderful language
and vocabulary when exploring them! I am pleased to say that these vintage items will form
a part of our continuous provision.

Next Half Term
Our theme for next half term is ‘How does our Garden Grow?’ where children will be
exploring plants and their life cycles. They will be growing their very own herbs and
vegetables too! We cannot wait to share their wonderful learning with you.
Thank you for your continued support.
Mrs Choudhury

